
The following pages contain a compilation of screenshots (commentary and

special emphasis added) from the Virginia Department of Education’s

“Treatment of Transgender Students” policies. 

These screenshots make it abundantly clear that adoption of these policies put

local school boards and administrators in grave danger of violating key

constitutional principles, including parental rights, religious freedoms and

students' rights of privacy and physical safety. Evidence is provided on the

following pages that the policy:
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Encourages schools to keep secrets from—and outright deceive—parents. 

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Opens the door to the state punishing parents as “abusers” for simply expressing genuine

concerns or deeply held religious beliefs.

Mandates that all school employees and students must use transgender pronouns or face

punishment for discrimination -- without protection for deeply held religious beliefs.

Enforces school-wide protocol that crosses the line from mere harassment prevention

into state-enforced promotion of a politicized form of transgender advocacy.  
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Requires schools to jeopardize the privacy and physical safety rights of students.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5eecbc7b39d48008de082248/t/606364c990511c5e1dba7162/1617126605965/2021-03-30+Petition+for+Appeal+as+filed+with+exhibits.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=accc37f1-8e04-4767-8c3a-be4aac9525a3
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5eecbc7b39d48008de082248/t/606364c990511c5e1dba7162/1617126605965/2021-03-30+Petition+for+Appeal+as+filed+with+exhibits.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=accc37f1-8e04-4767-8c3a-be4aac9525a3
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5eecbc7b39d48008de082248/t/606364c990511c5e1dba7162/1617126605965/2021-03-30+Petition+for+Appeal+as+filed+with+exhibits.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=accc37f1-8e04-4767-8c3a-be4aac9525a3
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5eecbc7b39d48008de082248/t/606364c990511c5e1dba7162/1617126605965/2021-03-30+Petition+for+Appeal+as+filed+with+exhibits.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=accc37f1-8e04-4767-8c3a-be4aac9525a3
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5eecbc7b39d48008de082248/t/606364c990511c5e1dba7162/1617126605965/2021-03-30+Petition+for+Appeal+as+filed+with+exhibits.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=accc37f1-8e04-4767-8c3a-be4aac9525a3
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5eecbc7b39d48008de082248/t/606364c990511c5e1dba7162/1617126605965/2021-03-30+Petition+for+Appeal+as+filed+with+exhibits.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=accc37f1-8e04-4767-8c3a-be4aac9525a3


Note: On Page 14, the policy directly spells out how schools can hide a child’s transgender

identity from parents, such as making it a point to use different names and pronouns at school

from those used in the presence of the parents. 

Note: Pages 12 and 14 of the policy again make clear the state’s advice to school staff to

hide information from parents deemed not sufficiently “affirming” of their young child

embracing a transgender identity. Shouldn’t parents have the right to know if their children

are making decisions that could affect their own safety as well as others—such as using

opposite-sex bathrooms or locker rooms? It is risky and even damaging to actively hide

behaviors that have long-lasting physical and emotional impacts from the child’s parents.

Hiding these pertinent facts puts the school in a legally vulnerable position.

The policy* encourages schools to keep secrets from—and outright deceive—

parents. It also encourages kids to lead a double life, putting them in the precarious

position of hiding vital and potentially life-saving information from parents. (At least

one court has halted a similar school policy in Wisconsin*.)

Offensive Mandate #1: Deceives Parents 
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https://www.townhall.virginia.gov/l/GetFile.cfm?File=C:%5CTownHall%5Cdocroot%5CGuidanceDocs%5C201%5CGDoc_DOE_6968_v1.pdf
https://adflegal.org/blog/court-stops-wisconsin-school-district-lying-parents


Note: On Page 14, the DOE directs school staff to be on the lookout for

families who “are not affirming” and immediately report students “at risk of

abuse or neglect by their parent due to their transgender identity” to CPS.

While we all agree abuse is always wrong for any reason, the problem is the

policy uses vague language to define abuse, creating a real threat of families

being illegally targeted because of their religious beliefs. Nonreligious families

could also be targeted simply for encouraging their child to delay life-altering

decisions, such as transgender surgery or hormone therapy. The question is,

how will “affirming” be defined, and who will define it? 

 

The policy opens the door to the state punishing parents as “abusers” for simply

expressing genuine, good-faith concerns about their young child prematurely

embracing a transgender identity. 

 

Offensive Mandate #2: Punishes Parents 
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Note: On Page 13, the policy makes clear there are no reasonable guidelines for allowing biological male students,

for instance, to use female bathrooms. Schools cannot require any documentation whatsoever or any “minimum

duration” of gender identity expression in order for a student to access opposite-sex bathrooms. Students can

even change gender identity expression from moment to moment, making it impossible to establish a clear, safe

standard.

 

The policy requires schools to jeopardize the privacy and physical safety rights of

students, especially young female students—although young boys should be taken into

consideration, considering the policy’s requirement for schools to provide menstrual

supplies in all K-12 school bathrooms. 

Note: These excerpts from Page 18

not only prohibit school staff from

even questioning a male student

entering a female restroom—or vice

versa—but also require menstrual

supplies in all male and female

restrooms, even at the kindergarten

level!

Note: Page 17 also explains that this mandate applies to overnight field trips—again, without having to notify

parents, schools must allow biological males identifying as transgender to share sleeping quarters with

females and vice versa. We would argue that reasonable and compassionate accommodations can be made

without jeopardizing the privacy and safety rights of students in overnight sleeping quarters.

Offensive Mandate #3: Jeopardizes Safety 

Note: Once again, on Page 19, the policy issues a blanket mandate that every school must allow boys

identifying as girls, for instance, to use the girls’ bathrooms or change in female locker rooms—and this can

be done without ever notifying parents. 
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Note: The policy mandate

includes forced use of

recently invented “gender

neutral” pronouns such as

“ze/hir/hirs” if that is

what the student

specifies (Page 13).

 

Note: Pages 10 and 13 make clear that failing to use gender-neutral pronouns can result in serious,

career-threatening charges of harassment and discrimination. Disclosing the child’s transgender identity

to parents can also result in a charge of harassment—so even well-meaning teachers could jeopardize

their careers by refusing to hide key information about a child from parents.

Note: On Page 13, once again, absolutely no documentation or substantiation of students’

circumstances are required for this enforcement—despite the fact that you are permanently

changing student records and imposing serious penalties on staff. It's also worth considering that

these issues are still being worked out in the court system (see examples here* and here*.) 

 

 

Without any protections for deeply held religious beliefs, the policy mandates that

all school employees and students must use transgender pronouns or face

punishment for discrimination and harassment. 

 

Offensive Mandate #4: Violates Religious

Freedoms  
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https://adfmedia.org/press-release/va-teacher-fired-declining-refer-female-student-male-pronouns-files-suit
https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2021/03/29/6th-circuit-sides-professor-transgender-student-pronoun-case/7017532002/


Note: In these excerpts from Pages 15, 19 and 21, the policy spells out the expectation for transgender

advocacy to be incorporated into every part of school life—including professional development and

training (Page 19) and the “general education curriculum," including science (Page 21). It even

recommends schools remove any indication of gender from general education forms and data (Page 15).

 

 

The policy mandates instruction and schoolwide protocol that goes far beyond

prevention of harassment and crosses the line into state-enforced promotion of a

politicized form of transgender advocacy—including controversial statements

completely unsubstantiated by scientific evidence. 

 

Note: Teaching children as young as five or six that their gender is something “assigned” to them rather than being

directly connected to chromosomes and DNA is scientifically inaccurate—and yet this is the assumption upon which

the entire DOE policy is built. Parents should have the right to know if their young kids are being taught 

 controversial “gender expansive” concepts at school (Pages 8 and 9). 

Offensive Mandate #5: Politicizes Schools 
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